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Pressure Training Drills 
 

• These drills are conducted in 30-45 seconds with a partner.  The 
purpose of these drills is to work at a high rate for a short period of 
time. 
 

I. V-Sit  
a. Goalkeeper sits on the ground with legs in a V shape.  The goalkeeper 

slams the ball to the ground.   The goalkeeper gets up and makes a 
collapse dive save, if the ball gets away the goalkeeper will make a 
breakaway save. 
 

II. Collapse Dive-Semi Circle 
a. The serving goalkeeper has the ball and drops it to his/her side.  The 

goalkeeper make a collapse dive save and toss the ball back to the serving 
goalkeeper. The serving goalkeeper just turns and drops the ball. Repeat.  
Please note the serving goalkeeper can change the direction from 
clockwise to counter clockwise. 
 

III. Front Smother-Semi Circle 
a. The serving goalkeeper has the ball and drops it to his/her side.  The 

goalkeeper make a front smother save and toss the ball back to the serving 
goalkeeper. The serving goalkeeper just turns and drops the ball. Repeat.  
Please note the serving goalkeeper can change the direction from 
clockwise to counter clockwise. 
 

IV. Push up-Breakaway 
a. The goalkeeper lays flat on his/her stomach and tosses the ball behind 

them.  The goalkeeper gets up sprints after the ball and makes a 
breakaway save.   The goalkeeper slides throw with hands to the ball.   
 

V. Crab Walk Catch 
a.  The goalkeeper and his/her partner line up at the end line.  The 

goalkeeper is facing the field.  The goalkeeper begins crab walking.  The 
server tosses the ball and the goalkeeper quickly gets hands into position 
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to catch the ball. This will continue until ½ field line.  The two will switch 
roles at half field and return back to the end line.  This is not timed drill. 
 
 

VI. Bridge 
a. The goalkeeper is on their hands and knees.  The server rolls the ball 

underneath the goalkeeper (between their hands and knees).  The 
goalkeeper gets up quickly, sprints to the ball and makes a breakaway 
save.   The partner moves with the goalkeeper in order to have this drill 
work at a high rate. 
 

VII. Push Up-High Ball 
a. Goalkeeper starts in a standing position tosses ball in air and quickly does 

one push up.  The gk’s goal is to make a high contour catch, if the ball 
bounces then the goalkeeper makes a collapse dive save.   
 

VIII. Push Up Reaction 
a. Two goalkeepers are working at the same time.   One keeper starts in a 

standing position (#2) with a ball while the other begins in a push up 
position (#1).  The keeper makes does a push up and gets up as the keeper 
is getting up the other keeper tosses the ball.  Once he/.she releases the 
ball that keeper does a push up and quickly gets up.  The #1 keeper tosses 
the ball to the #2 keeper. 
 

IX. Stomach-Collapse Dive 
a. Goalkeeper begins this drill lying down on his/her stomach.  The 

goalkeeper bounces the ball and gets up to make a collapse dive save.  The 
objective is to make the save before a second bounce.   
 

X. Side lay-High Contour Save 
a.  Goalkeeper begins lying on his/her side.  Toss the ball up in the air and 

makes a high contour save or basket catch save.  Don’t let the ball hit the 
ground. 
 

XI. Summersault  
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a. Partner drill.  Goalkeeper #1 starts off performing a summersault as the 
goalkeeper comes out Goalkeeper #2 tosses a ball to either side.  GK #1 
makes either a collapse dive or extension save.  This is repeated over 25-
30 yards this is not a timed drilled. 
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